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AIHCR- afghanistan
I shall publish this email on www.nlfschool.com
Times are changing .
USA want to send 30.000 more soldiers to Afghan; NATO at least 7.000.
You know I tried to move heaven & hel in order to make politics work with
legal constructions to end war.

Politics only want to fight, whether the Afghan-people agree or not.
USA & NATO refuse to educate you on the way you can start lawcases
with the International CriminalCourt for self-protection.
I am even angry with Dmitri Medvedev because he refuses to set
boundaries in his relationships with UN Ban Kimoon and other
leaders....for NLFs... instead of the use of weapons in warzone.
China is occupying NL with all kinds of bullshit & blackmail-contract =
soon they will work together with the NL-police. Hopefully I can
benefit from it too...and talk about my ICC-case against Balkenende
...with a Chinees-police-officer in Bloemendaal!

Therefore its time for another solution!
I want to build together with you a NewLegalFrame for Kids...& Adults...

Afghan-people can pass all the activities of USA & NATO because they
have the opportunity to start lawcases for their self-defence with ICC.
Victums of the Afghan-parliament, USA & NATO can collect evidence
against people who are guilty of 'crimes against humanity committed
by the Afghan-parliament, USA & NATO in case of war'.
Than you must write the correct letters for you ICC-lawcase...add
evidence to it...and simply start this lawcase

I need to know which knowledge Kids & Adults need...in order to build
powerful evidence, or to categorize it and to implement it in your letter to
ICC.
I want to help you build your file against ICC.
Experiences of Kids & Adults that prove that they Afghan-parliament may
not work as they do today.
I want to help you make sure that Afghan does write the correct letter to
ICC!

Why?
I already know that USA & NATO plan to make the Afghan-people lawless
for the next 3 years.
This is an awfull long time... in which many individuals will be killed.
As long as USA & NATO only want to focus on 'traineeship for Afghan-police
& soldiers' they will ignore all the legal solutions for the simple people.
You need somebody as an anchor for your legal position in NL; given my
ICC-case I am the best possible solution for you.

O, you don't need to worry for my safety anymore.
Moslims know who I am and trust me to establish some Justice for All of Us
within ICC.
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I'd like to receive your plans for an ICC-case for the protection of the
Afghan-people.

Desiree
www.desireestokkel.nl
www.nlfschool.com
www.newlegalframe.com
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